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Maintaining Luxe Bond extensions

TO THE NEW YOU
Congratulations on your fantastic new look!
In order to keep your hair looking salon fabulous, it is important that you follow simple maintenance and
aftercare steps using our specially formulated Racoon-Xtend aftercare products. We pride ourselves in
offering the highest level of customer service to our salons in their support of you, their client.
Please remember that your new hair extensions are only guaranteed if you follow these important aftercare
guidelines and only use the Racoon-Xtend product range.
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“I’ve always loved working with Racoon extensions
and have relied on them to help me create some great
transformations and award-winning imagery for my
trade and consumer work.
Racoon’s passion, professionalism and brilliant training
are hugely impressive, so when it comes to hair
extensions, there’s only one choice.”

ANDREW BARTON
TV CELEBRITY HAIRDRESSER &
CREATIVE DIRECTOR, RACOON INTERNATIONAL
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LUXE BOND EXTENSIONS
Luxe Bond: Our premium Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled,
straightened (up to 160ºC) and coloured (up to 6% peroxide). Luxe Bond
can be worn for at least six months and easily up to one year with regular
maintenance and rotation.
Standard Hair: This cuticle hair is available in Softwave and Deepwave
options. A lower grade than the Euro hair, it can be worn for eight to twelve
weeks. Only a wide tooth comb (never a brush) should be used on Standard
Softwave or Deepwave hair.
DAILY MAINTENANCE
You will need to separate your bonds every day – ideally two or three times a
day. Using your fingers, gently tease apart any extensions which have locked
together. Neglecting to do this can lead to ‘dreadlocking’, where several hair
extensions cling or lock together.
MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
As your hair grows, the length of hair from scalp to extension bond becomes
longer, so you will need to visit your Racoon International certified stylist
for regular ‘rotation appointments’ every four to six weeks. This is when the
extension bonds are removed and replaced with new bonds. This appointment
also gives your hairdresser the opportunity to check your extensions and trim
any of your own naturally shed hair to prevent matting.
You may occasionally need additional hair to ‘top up’ your existing extensions.
With regular salon maintenance and the use of Racoon-Xtend care products,
well maintained Luxe Bond hair extensions should last for at least six months
and easily up to one year.
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COLOURING
Your hair extensions can only be coloured by your Racoon International certified stylist, as they have been trained
in the process. If the colouring is carried out by a non-trained individual, the bonds may break down and invalidate
your guarantee.
WHILE SLEEPING
To prevent your hair from knotting while you sleep, we suggest that you tie your hair in a loose plait or ponytail.
Avoid using uncovered elastic bands.
HAIR ON HOLIDAY
If you are new to hair extensions, they should be applied at least two weeks before your holiday to enable you
to acclimatise to your new routine. The sun can leave hair extensions dry, so apply Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner regularly. Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense also offers added protection against UV rays.
Do not allow your Racoon hair extensions to come into contact with your usual SPF.
SWIMMING
Chlorine and/or salt water can have an adverse effect on the hair colour and/or the bonds. It is not recommended
that you swim regularly with hair extensions. However, if you do swim, tie your hair securely in a high bun or plait
and keep out of the water. Do not use uncovered elastic bands as these may cause matting. If your hair becomes
wet, shampoo and condition as normal and thoroughly dry the bonds.
SUN EXPOSURE
Just like your natural hair, hair extensions will need sun protection. A combination of Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner and a hat will prevent your extension hair fading through excessive UV exposure. Racoon-Xtend
Everyday Conditioner and Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense contain UV protection.
PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Some activities require protective headgear which can put excessive tension on the hair and bonds. Always take
care when putting on your headgear. If sweating occurs, ensure the bonds are dried thoroughly when the headgear
has been removed.
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BRUSHING, WASHING AND
STYLING LUXE BOND EXTENSIONS
BRUSHING
The award-winning Racoon-Denman brush is designed for use with hair
extensions. The widely-spaced fine bristles and soft cushion protects the
bonds, allowing the brush to be run through the hair (even at the roots)
without snagging the bonds.
•

Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold each section for support
just above where you are brushing and brush downwards towards the
ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Continue this process and brush
sections higher up the hair shaft each time. When close to the roots, put
your hand over the bonds to support them.

•

Never brush the hair when it is wet and only use a wide tooth comb to
ensure the hair does not stretch and weaken.

•

Only use a wide tooth comb (never a brush) on Standard Deepwave or
Softwave hair when wet or dry.

THE FIRST WASH IN THE SALON
The first wash should be carried out by your Racoon International certified
stylist so you learn the correct techniques.

SHAMPOOING
•

Separate the bonds and ease out any tangles.

•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Shampoo to wet hair. Squeeze through from roots to ends.

•

Gently massage the scalp with your fingertips, using a downwards zig-zag motion (avoid circular motions as
these can cause tangles or matting).

•

Rinse thoroughly. Repeat as necessary. Do not be surprised by the extra weight.

CONDITIONING
•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Conditioner to wet hair.

•

Using gentle finger strokes, smooth conditioner from mid-lengths to ends.

•

Rinse thoroughly.

CONDITIONING HAIR MASK
•

For extra conditioning, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask once a week.

•

After washing with Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Shampoo, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask.

•

Smooth through mid-lengths and ends. Leave for ten minutes, rinse thoroughly.

LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
•

Spray Racoon-Xtend Everyday Conditioner onto wet or dry hair.

•

Apply to mid-lengths and ends when you want to boost shine.

WASHING YOUR HAIR AT HOME
Before washing, always brush hair to avoid problems with tangles and
matting.

See page 26 for more information
on our aftercare range of products
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BRUSHING, WASHING AND
STYLING LUXE BOND EXTENSIONS
(Continued)
PREPARING YOUR HAIR FOR DRYING
After shampooing, or when the hair is wet, use a Racoon International wide
tooth comb to remove tangles. Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold
each section for support just above where you are combing and comb
downwards towards the ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Comb sections
higher up the hair shaft each time. When you get close to the roots, put your
hand over the bonds to support them. Do not go over the bonds.

DAY-TO-DAY STYLING
Before using any heated appliances (including hairdryers, straightening irons and curling tongs) always use
Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense. An independent trichologist (hair and scalp specialist) advises heat should not
exceed 160ºC and a clear 5cms should be left between the appliance and the bond.
REMOVAL
If you decide to have your hair extensions removed, this must be carried out by a Racoon International certified
stylist. Our unique removal process ensures your hair extensions can be removed quickly, leaving no trace, residue
or damage to your natural hair.
TRAINED STYLIST SUPPORT
Your Racoon International certified stylist should be contacted immediately if concerns arise.

DRYING YOUR HAIR - NATURALLY
Bonds must be dried with a hairdryer even if the hair is allowed to dry
naturally.
DRYING YOUR HAIR - USING A HAIRDRYER
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•

Pat dry the bonds followed by the mid-lengths and ends of the hair using
a towel.

•

Separate the bonds by running fingers through the hair.

•

Never use a brush when the hair is wet as this will stretch and weaken
the hair. If hair is tangled, use a wide toothed comb. Always support
the bonds.

•

Dry the bonds thoroughly and rough dry the hair with a hairdryer,
ensuring the nozzle is removed and the end of the hairdryer does not
touch the hair.

•

Once the hair is virtually dry (slightly damp) use the hairdryer to style.

“The quality of Racoon hair is fabulous, absolutely superb. The
whole Racoon range is much more superior to anything else on the
market. We love the results you can achieve and so do our celebrity
clients!”

NICK MALENKO
AWARD-WINNING CELEBRITY HAIRDRESSER
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PRE-BONDED EXTENSIONS
Euro Hair: Our premium Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled,
straightened (up to 160ºC), and coloured (up to 6% peroxide). Pre-Bonded
Euro hair can be worn for up to three months with regular maintenance.
DAILY MAINTENANCE
You will need to separate your bonds every day – ideally two or three times a
day. Using your fingers, gently tease apart any extensions which have locked
together. Neglecting to do this can lead to ‘dreadlocking’, where several hair
extensions cling or lock together.
MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
As your hair grows, the length of hair from scalp to extension bond becomes
longer, so you will need to visit your Racoon International certified stylist for
regular maintenance appointments every four to six weeks. This appointment
also gives your hairdresser the opportunity to check your extensions and trim
any of your own naturally shed hair to prevent matting.
With regular salon maintenance and the use of Racoon-Xtend care products,
well maintained Pre-Bonded hair extensions can be worn for up to three months.
Hot Tip: Ask your Racoon International certified stylist about re-applying your
Pre-Bonded hair extensions using our Luxe Bond system to love your hair for
longer.
COLOURING

WHILE SLEEPING
To prevent your hair from knotting while you sleep, we suggest that you tie your hair in a loose plait or ponytail.
Avoid using uncovered elastic bands.
HAIR ON HOLIDAY
If you are new to hair extensions, they should be applied at least two weeks before your holiday to enable you
to acclimatise to your new routine. The sun can leave hair extensions dry, so apply Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner regularly. Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense also offers added protection against UV rays.
Do not allow your Racoon hair extensions to come into contact with your usual SPF.
SWIMMING
Chlorine and/or salt water can have an adverse effect on the hair colour and/or the bonds. It is not recommended
that you swim regularly with hair extensions. However, if you do swim, tie your hair securely in a high bun or plait
and keep out of the water. Do not use uncovered elastic bands as these may cause matting. If your hair becomes
wet, shampoo and condition as normal and thoroughly dry the bonds.
SUN EXPOSURE
Just like your natural hair, hair extensions will need sun protection. A combination of Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner and a hat will prevent your extension hair fading through excessive UV exposure. Racoon-Xtend
Everyday Conditioner and Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense contain UV protection.
PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Some activities require protective headgear which can put excessive tension on the hair and bonds. Always take
care when putting on your headgear. If sweating occurs, ensure the bonds are dried thoroughly when the headgear
has been removed.

Your hair extensions can only be coloured by your Racoon International
certified stylist, as they have been trained in the process. If the colouring
is carried out by a non-trained individual, the bonds may break down and
invalidate your guarantee.
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BRUSHING, WASHING
AND STYLING PRE-BONDED
EXTENSIONS
BRUSHING
The award-winning Racoon-Denman brush is designed for use with hair
extensions. The widely-spaced fine bristles and soft cushion protects the
bonds, allowing the brush to be run through the hair (even at the roots)
without snagging the bonds.
•

Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold each section for support
just above where you are brushing and brush downwards towards the
ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Continue this process and brush
sections higher up the hair shaft each time. When close to the roots, put
your hand over the bonds to support them.

•

Never brush the hair when it is wet and only use a wide tooth comb to
ensure the hair does not stretch and weaken.

•

Only use a wide tooth comb (never a brush) on Standard Deepwave or
Softwave hair when wet or dry.

THE FIRST WASH IN THE SALON

SHAMPOOING
•

Separate the bonds and ease out any tangles.

•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Shampoo to wet hair. Squeeze through from roots to ends.

•

Gently massage the scalp with your fingertips, using a downwards zig-zag motion (avoid circular motions as
these can cause tangles or matting).

•

Rinse thoroughly. Repeat as necessary. Do not be surprised by the extra weight.

CONDITIONING
•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Conditioner to wet hair.

•

Using gentle finger strokes, smooth conditioner from mid-lengths to ends.

•

Rinse thoroughly.

CONDITIONING HAIR MASK
•

For extra conditioning, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask once a week.

•

After washing with Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Shampoo, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask.

•

Smooth through mid-lengths and ends. Leave for ten minutes, rinse thoroughly.

LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
•

Spray Racoon-Xtend Everyday Conditioner onto wet or dry hair.

•

Apply to mid-lengths and ends when you want to boost shine.

The first wash should be carried out by your Racoon International certified
stylist so you learn the correct techniques.
WASHING YOUR HAIR AT HOME

See page 26 for more information

Before washing, always brush hair to avoid problems with tangles and
matting.
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on our aftercare range of products
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BRUSHING, WASHING AND
STYLING PRE-BONDED
EXTENSIONS (Continued)
PREPARING YOUR HAIR FOR DRYING
After shampooing, or when the hair is wet, use a Racoon International wide
tooth comb to remove tangles. Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold
each section for support just above where you are combing and comb
downwards towards the ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Comb sections
higher up the hair shaft each time. When you get close to the roots, put your
hand over the bonds to support them. Do not go over the bonds.

DAY-TO-DAY STYLING
Before using any heated appliances (including hairdryers, straightening irons and curling tongs) always use
Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense. An independent trichologist (hair and scalp specialist) advises heat should not
exceed 160ºC and a clear 5cms should be left between the appliance and the bond.
REMOVAL
If you decide to have your hair extensions removed, this must be carried out by a Racoon International certified
stylist. Our unique removal process ensures your hair extensions can be removed quickly, leaving no trace, residue
or damage to your natural hair.
TRAINED STYLIST SUPPORT
Your Racoon International certified stylist should be contacted immediately if concerns arise.

DRYING YOUR HAIR - NATURALLY
Bonds must be dried with a hairdryer even if the hair is allowed to dry
naturally.
DRYING YOUR HAIR - USING A HAIRDRYER
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•

Pat dry the bonds followed by the mid-lengths and ends of the hair using
a towel.

•

Separate the bonds by running fingers through the hair.

•

Never use a brush when the hair is wet as this will stretch and weaken
the hair. If hair is tangled, use a wide toothed comb. Always support
the bonds.

•

Dry the bonds thoroughly and rough dry the hair with a hairdryer,
ensuring the nozzle is removed and the end of the hairdryer does not
touch the hair.

•

Once the hair is virtually dry (slightly damp) use the hairdryer to style.

“Having tried and tested various hair extensions over the course of
my career, what a breath of fresh air Racoon International has been.
The most important factor for us and our clients though is the fact that
the hair is ethically sourced.”

TRACEY DEVINE SMITH
FOUR-TIIMES WINNER OF SCOTTISH HAIRDRESSER
OF THE YEAR
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LUXE LINK EXTENSIONS
Luxe Link: Our Luxe Links are the smallest Micro Rings available on the market,
which makes them discreet to the eye and comfortable to wear. Our premium
Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled, straigntened (up to 160ºC),
and coloured (up to 6% peroxide).
DAILY MAINTENANCE
You will need to separate your links every day – ideally two or three times a
day. Using your fingers, gently tease apart any extensions which have locked
together. Neglecting to do this can lead to ‘dreadlocking’, where several hair
extensions cling or lock together.
QUARTERLY MAINTENANCE
As your hair grows, the length of hair from scalp to extension link becomes
longer, so you will need to visit your Racoon International certified stylist for
maintenance appointments. Every three months all of your Luxe Links will
be removed and re-applied instantly. Hair can be worn for up to 6-12
months if correct aftercare and maintenance has been adhered to.
COLOURING
Your hair extensions can only be coloured by your Racoon International
certified stylist, as they have been trained in the process. If the colouring is
carried out by a non-trained individual, this may invalidate your guarantee.

HAIR ON HOLIDAY
If you are new to hair extensions, they should be applied at least two weeks before your holiday to enable you
to acclimatise to your new routine. The sun can leave hair extensions dry, so apply Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner regularly. Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense also offers added protection against UV rays.
Do not allow your Racoon hair extensions to come into contact with your usual SPF.
SWIMMING
Chlorine and/or salt water can have an adverse effect on the hair colour and/or the links. It is not recommended
that you swim regularly with hair extensions. However, if you do swim, tie your hair securely in a high bun or plait
and keep out of the water. Do not use uncovered elastic bands as these may cause matting. If your hair becomes
wet, shampoo and condition as normal.
SUN EXPOSURE
Just like your natural hair, hair extensions will need sun protection. A combination of Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner and a hat will prevent your extension hair fading through excessive UV exposure. Racoon-Xtend
Everyday Conditioner and Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense contain UV protection.
PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Some activities require protective headgear which can put excessive tension on the hair and links. Always take
care when putting on your headgear.

WHILE SLEEPING
To prevent your hair from knotting while you sleep, we suggest that you tie
your hair in a loose plait or ponytail. Avoid using uncovered elastic bands.

See page 26 for more information
on our aftercare range of products
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BRUSHING, WASHING AND
STYLING LUXE LINK EXTENSIONS

SHAMPOOING
•

Separate the links and ease out any tangles.

•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Shampoo to wet hair. Squeeze through from roots to ends.

•

Gently massage the scalp with your fingertips, using a downwards zig-zag motion (avoid circular motions as
these can cause tangles or matting).

The award-winning Racoon-Denman brush is designed for use with hair
extensions. The widely-spaced fine bristles and soft cushion protects
the links, allowing the brush to be run through the hair (even at the roots)
without snagging the links.

•

Rinse thoroughly. Pay special attention to rinsing around each Luxe Link to avoid any scalp irritation. Repeat
as necessary.

•

•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Conditioner to wet hair.

•

Using gentle finger strokes, smooth conditioner from mid-lengths to ends.

•

Rinse thoroughly.

BRUSHING

•

Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold each section for support
just above where you are brushing and brush downwards towards the
ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Continue this process and brush
sections higher up the hair shaft each time. When close to the roots, put
your hand over the links to support them.
Never brush the hair when it is wet and only use a wide tooth comb to
ensure the hair does not stretch and weaken.

THE FIRST WASH IN THE SALON
The first wash should be carried out by your Racoon International certified
stylist so you learn the correct techniques.
WASHING YOUR HAIR AT HOME
Before washing, always brush hair to avoid problems with tangles and
matting.

CONDITIONING

CONDITIONING HAIR MASK
•

For extra conditioning, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask once a week.

•

After washing with Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Shampoo, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask.

•

Smooth through mid-lengths and ends. Leave for ten minutes, rinse thoroughly.

LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
•

Spray Racoon-Xtend Everyday Conditioner onto wet or dry hair.

•

Apply to mid-lengths and ends when you want to boost shine.

PREPARING YOUR HAIR FOR DRYING
After shampooing, or when the hair is wet, use a Racoon International wide tooth comb to remove tangles.
Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold each section for support just above where you are combing and comb
downwards towards the ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Comb sections higher up the hair shaft each time.
When you get close to the roots, put your hand over the links to support them. Do not go over the links.
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BRUSHING, WASHING AND
STYLING LUXE LINK EXTENSIONS
(Continued)

LUXE WEFT EXTENSIONS

DRYING YOUR HAIR - USING A HAIRDRYER

MONTHLY MAINTENANCE

•

Separate the links by running fingers through the hair.

•

Never use a brush when the hair is wet as this will stretch and weaken
the hair. If hair is tangled, use a wide toothed comb. Always support
the links.

As your hair grows, the length of hair from scalp to extension weft becomes longer, so you will need to visit your
Racoon International certified stylist for maintenance appointments every two to four weeks. Luxe Wefts can be
removed, refreshed and re-applied on up to five occasions if correct aftercare and maintenance has been adhered to.

•

Rough dry the hair with a hairdryer, ensuring the nozzle is removed and
the end of the hairdryer does not touch the hair (excessive heat can
damage the link).

•

Luxe Wefts: Our Luxe Wefts have a superfine, ultra-flexible micro header which makes them discreet to the eye
and comfortable to wear. Our premium Remy hair is the ultimate quality. It can be curled, straightened (up to
160ºC), and coloured (up to 6% peroxide). Luxe Wefts can be worn for up to four weeks before being removed,
re-conditioned, re-taped and re-applied.

WHILE SLEEPING
To prevent your hair from knotting while you sleep, we suggest that you tie your hair in a loose plait or ponytail.
Avoid using uncovered elastic bands.

Once the hair is virtually dry (slightly damp) use the hairdryer to style.

DAY-TO-DAY STYLING
Before using any heated appliances (including hairdryers, straightening irons
and curling tongs) always use Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense. An independent
trichologist (hair and scalp specialist) advises heat should not exceed 160ºC
and a clear 5cms should be left between the appliance and the links.
REMOVAL
If you decide to have your hair extensions removed, this must be carried out
by a Racoon International certified stylist. Our unique removal process ensures
your hair extensions can be removed quickly, leaving no trace, residue or
damage to your natural hair.

COLOURING
Your hair extensions can only be coloured by your Racoon International certified stylist, as they have been trained in
the process. If the colouring is carried out by a non-trained individual, the weft tape may break down and invalidate
your guarantee.
HAIR ON HOLIDAY
If you are new to hair extensions, Luxe Wefts should be applied at least one week before your holiday to enable
you to acclimatise to your new routine. The sun can leave hair extensions dry, so apply Racoon-Xtend Everyday
Conditioner regularly. Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense also offers added protection against UV rays.
Do not allow your Racoon hair extensions to come into contact with your usual SPF.

TRAINED STYLIST SUPPORT
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Your Racoon International certified stylist should be contacted immediately if
concerns arise.
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SWIMMING
Chlorine and/or salt water can have an adverse effect on the hair colour
and/or the Luxe Wefts. It is not recommended that you swim regularly with
hair extensions. However, if you do swim, tie your hair securely in a high bun
or plait and keep out of the water. Do not use uncovered elastic bands as
these may cause matting. If your hair becomes wet, shampoo and condition
as normal and thoroughly dry the weft tape.
SUN EXPOSURE
Just like your natural hair, hair extensions will need sun protection. A
combination of Racoon-Xtend Everyday Conditioner and a hat will prevent
your extension hair fading through excessive UV exposure. Racoon-Xtend
Everyday Conditioner and Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense contain UV
protection.
PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Some activities require protective headgear which can put excessive tension
on the hair and weft tape. Always take care when putting on your headgear.
If sweating occurs, ensure the weft tape is dried thoroughly when the
headgear has been removed.

BRUSHING, WASHING AND STYLING LUXE WEFT
EXTENSIONS
BRUSHING
The award-winning Racoon-Denman brush is designed for use with hair extensions. The widely-spaced fine bristles
and soft cushion protects the weft tapes, allowing the brush to be run through the hair (even at the roots) without
snagging the weft tapes.
•

Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold each section for support just above where you are brushing and
brush downwards towards the ends. Do not exert excessive tension. Continue this process and brush sections
higher up the hair shaft each time. When close to the roots, put your hand over the weft tapes to support them.

•

Never brush the hair when it is wet and only use a wide tooth comb to ensure the hair does not stretch
and weaken.

THE FIRST WASH IN THE SALON
The first wash should be carried out by your Racoon International certified stylist so you learn the correct techniques.
WASHING YOUR HAIR AT HOME
Before washing, always brush hair to avoid problems with tangles and matting.
SHAMPOOING
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•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Shampoo to wet hair. Squeeze through from roots to ends.

•

Gently massage the scalp with your fingertips, using a downwards zig-zag motion (avoid circular motions as
these can cause tangles or matting).

•

Rinse thoroughly. Pay special attention to rinsing around each weft tape to avoid any scalp irritation. Repeat
as necessary. Do not be surprised by the extra weight.
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BRUSHING, WASHING AND STYLING
LUXE WEFT EXTENSIONS (Continued)

DRYING YOUR HAIR - NATURALLY

CONDITIONING

•

Press each weft tape together and pat dry the weft tapes thoroughly using a towel. Then, pat dry the scalp
area around the weft tapes followed by the mid-lengths and ends of the hair.

DRYING YOUR HAIR - USING A HAIRDRYER

•

Apply Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Conditioner to wet hair.

•

Using gentle finger strokes, smooth conditioner from mid-lengths to ends.

•

•

Rinse thoroughly. Pay special attention to rinsing around each weft tape to
avoid any scalp irritation.

Never use a brush when the hair is wet as this will stretch and weaken the hair. If hair is tangled, use a wide
toothed comb. Always support the Luxe Wefts.

•

Dry the weft tapes thoroughly and rough dry the hair with a hairdryer, ensuring the nozzle is removed and the
end of the hairdryer does not touch the hair.

•

Once the hair is virtually dry (slightly damp) use the hairdryer to style.

CONDITIONING HAIR MASK
•

For extra conditioning, apply Racoon-Xtend Conditioning Hair Mask once a
week.

•

After washing with Racoon-Xtend Luxurious Shampoo, apply Racoon-Xtend
Conditioning Hair Mask.

•

Smooth through mid-lengths and ends. Leave for ten minutes, rinse thoroughly.

LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
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Weft tapes must be dried with a hairdryer even if the hair is allowed to dry naturally.

•

Spray Racoon-Xtend Everyday Conditioner onto wet or dry hair.

•

Apply to mid-lengths and ends when you want to boost shine.

DAY-TO-DAY STYLING
Before using any heated appliances (including hairdryers, straightening irons and curling tongs) always use
Racoon-Xtend Thermal Defense. An independent trichologist (hair and scalp specialist) advises heat should not
exceed 160ºC and a clear 5cms should be left between the appliance and the weft tapes.
REMOVAL
If you decide to have your hair extensions removed, this must be carried out by a Racoon International certified
stylist. Our unique removal process ensures your hair extensions can be removed quickly, leaving no trace, residue
or damage to your natural hair.

PREPARING YOUR HAIR FOR DRYING

TRAINED STYLIST SUPPORT

After shampooing, or when the hair is wet, press the weft tapes together and rough
dry using a towel. Use a Racoon International wide tooth comb to remove tangles.
Starting at the mid-lengths of your hair, hold each section for support just above
where you are combing and comb downwards towards the ends. Do not exert
excessive tension. Comb sections higher up the hair shaft each time. When you
get close to the roots, put your hand over the weft tapes to support them.

Your Racoon International certified stylist should be contacted immediately if concerns arise.
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HAIR SHINE
SERUM

RACOON-XTEND
HAIR CARE
Racoon International has a fantastic range of products specially
designed to work in harmony with hair extensions to keep them in
tip-top condition, ensuring your hair looks salon fabulous - always.
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RACOON-DENMAN
BRUSH

RACOON-DENMAN
COMB

The widely-spaced, fine bristles and
soft cushion allow the brush to run
through the hair at the roots without
snagging the bonds, links or weft
tape.

The Racoon-Denman
combs are perfect for use
on wet hair and are ideal
for everyday use.

DETOX
SHAMPOO

LUXURIOUS
SHAMPOO

LUXURIOUS
CONDITIONER

EVERYDAY
CONDITIONER

CONDITIONING
HAIR MASK

A weekly shampoo to
remove build-up and leave
hair squeaky clean.

Enriched with moisturising
and natural extracts to
gently cleanse hair and
scalp.

A luxurious moisturising
treatment to smooth,
detangle and revitalise
hair.

Leave-in spray to instantly
re-condition hair and help
prevent tangles and static.

An intensive deep
conditioning treatment to
revitalise and rehydrate
tired hair.

THERMAL
DEFENSE

A light serum that gives A light spray to protect the
hair a silky feel and adds hair against harmful UV
rays and when using hot
a high-gloss reflective
styling tools.
shine.
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Hair extension work: Racoon Artistic Team Hair Direction: Andrew Barton Photography: Jack Eames Make-up: Lan Nguyen-Grealis Clothes stylist:Thea Lewis-Yates Styling Products: Affinage, Babyliss
RJ1178 Beyond the Salon August 2018
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@racoonintl

